Mount Discovery
By Timothy Castner
It was the Saturday of Labor Day weekend. My children had already returned to school,
but not me, not this year. About seven in the morning I found a well-worn walking stick in the
coat room of my grandparent’s house. I moved quietly, conscious that my aunt and uncle were
still asleep. I put on my hiking boots, trying to ignore the stiffness in my back from the muscle I
had strained several days earlier. Walking quickly across the gravel driveway I ascended the
moss covered stone steps. Beautiful stone retaining walls surround the driveway, painstakingly
built when labor was cheap during the Depression. As I climbed the hill, I was journeying into
the past as much as the future. I was embarking upon a discovery of history, the natural world,
and the possibility of an enduring
connection to place.
The deer path was the only
thing that allowed me to
tentatively pick my way across
what thirty five years earlier had
been a clearly established jeep
trail. Soon I come to an old stone
wall, the original purpose of which
lies lost in the depths of time.
Whether it was originally used to
separate the sheep pasture from
the potato field was as unknown
as the thousands of Yankee
farmers whose laboriously
constructed stone walls continue to crisscross the woods of the Northeast. It was a grim
reminder that the labors of many of our lives may soon lie forgotten in the woods of the future.

1 Stone steps leading up from the driveway

Several years ago my uncle and I debated whether he had logged the area too heavily.
What remained of once lofty pines were large stumps and a tangled thicket of fallen branches
and raspberries, leaving the jeep trail virtually impassable. Gone was the tree which had
hosted the first wild porcupine I had seen as a young boy. Gone, too, was the tree where my
grandfather had taught me one of the benefits of being male: the ease with which one could
“mark his territory” in the woods. What once was an easy walk to the spring house was now a
minor adventure on which I had led my wife, children, nieces and nephews. It was also a walk
which evoked darker memories of a family visit cut short by news that my grandmother needed

2 Remains of stone wall

to be hospitalized for a disease
from which she would never
recover. Only my recollections and
the stumps now remain. Any
suggestions of grinding the stumps
are cut short by my uncle’s
admonition that “every stump tells
a story.” The record of the
previous forest is preserved by the
stumps which decay very slowly,
like the paper on which so many of
our historical records are stored,
produced from wood harvested in
the forests of the Northeast.

My hike that morning took
me up Mount Discovery in the
eastern Adirondacks. When most
people think of the Adirondacks it
is either of the high peak region
near Lake Placid or the vast
interconnected rivers and lakes in
the central and western part of
the park. Yet, these smaller
eastern peaks also provide
precious opportunities for
reflection upon the natural world.
A recent report written by Jerry
Jenkins in cooperation with the
3 White pine stump from recent logging
Adirondack Nature Conservancy
and the Wildlife Conservation Society identified Mount Discovery as part of a rich and unique
ecological area known as the West Champlain Hills. According to the report, these low hills
represent the most ecologically diverse area of the entire six million square acre Adirondack
Park. These lower elevation hills are extremely rocky and have significant bare rock and open
cliffs and summits. They contain three different vegetation communities: open rocky slabs and
summits, drier oak hickory forests on the upper slopes, and moist rich habitats. Together they
contain as many as seventy rare or uncommon species in northern New York. Unfortunately,

lacking formal training as a naturalist, it was easy for me to miss the rich diversity even as I
stood in the midst of it. Nevertheless, my hike gave me an opportunity to sample each of these
diverse communities.

4 Spring house view with hanging window and yellow birch

The walking was easier on
the side of the hill, but soon I had
to re-cross the jeep trail to reach
the spring house. One more push
through the brambles and golden
rod and I was there. The spring
house is a decaying reminder of a
way of life now long gone. It
originally provided the water for
my grandparent’s house with
piping and later plastic tubing
leading downward through the
woods. It may also have been used
for refrigeration with the cool
mountain water helping to

preserve milk, butter, eggs and other
perishable items. Long since replaced
by a modern well, the house and its
surrounding four acres of land
remain. On one side the old window
was barely hanging on by a corner
with a yellow birch growing nearby.
The other side still hosted the old axe
where it always hung, or at least as
far back as my memory stretches. Just
up the stream was the old concrete
dam, now cracked and completely
silted up, which once directed the
water into the spring house. The deer
trail and sound of frogs jumping into
5 Spring house view with old axe
the water provided proof that the
area is still well used, just no longer by humans.
After a brief pause to admire the huge boulders on the slope to the right, I plunged back
through the gully and peered back toward the Jay Range emerging through the trees to the

west. The footing remained
treacherous as I made my way
across partially decayed, moss
covered branches, hidden under
the thicket. Soon I reached the
slope on the other side, and my
steps became surer as I headed to
the top of the ridge and reached
the old skid trail and wellestablished deer path.

6 View of Jay Range to the West

As I headed up the ridge
line I realized that the forest of my

childhood is threatened by far
more than my uncle’s heavy
cutting. To my right a massive
white birch reclined, well along
its journey through decay
toward replenishing the soil
from which it sprang. Further up
to my left lay a massive windthrown pine. Its root-ball was a
silent testimony to the violence
of nature and the frequency
with which major storms
reshape the landscape. In a
7 Decaying birch tree
state that recently has been
ravaged twice by Hurricanes
Irene and Sandy no reminder is needed that new slides can rapidly scar the sides of mountains
and that fierce winds can reduce beautiful tree stands to tangled wreckage. No wonder my
grandfather insisted that the hand of the forester was far gentler than the caprice of Mother
Nature.

As I continued the short
climb toward the saddle, I left my
family’s property. The notrespassing sign from the
Rattlesnake Mountain Hunting
Club to my right was the clearest
sign that I had gone beyond the
top of the watershed for the
spring house. Technically, I was
trespassing, but I had been told,
without really being told, that I
may continue as long as I
remained out of the leased area.
The current owners of the
8 Wind-thrown pine
property had signed a
conservation easement a number of years ago that promised to allow public access to marked
trails and established parking areas on the parcel. I clearly remembered the marked trail of my
youth, painted and repainted by my grandfather’s hand. In the over thirty years since he last
painted it, the paint had worn and the trees fallen or logged. The old path was barely passable
further ahead since a fire had burned the tree that helped us to scramble up through the
chimney. Whether my grandfather’s old trail, which he put in with permission of the Milholland
family who then owned the mountain, is covered by the conservation easement is a question
that only lawyers and judges can answer definitively. How many of us have been shut out from
the trails of our youth by land sales and no trespassing signs? As Woody Guthrie wrote in one of
the less remembered stanzas of
his anthem to public land
ownership, “On the other side, it
didn’t say nothing, that side was
made for you and me.”
Undaunted by legal
technicalities, I soon reached the
saddle.
The saddle is a peaceful
flat area of woods in between
Mount Discovery to the North
east and Rattlesnake Mountain
to the South. After the relatively
9 Open woods of the saddle

10 Large boulder on path from saddle

steep climb up the ravine and to
the top of the ridge, the saddle
provided a nice respite. I paused
to take a breath and a swig of
water. The area had been recently
logged, and the open woods
provided for pleasant views and
walking. The cry of a blue jay
pierced the air, followed by a
myriad of other birds, whose
songs remain an unknown babble
to my untutored ears. I had never
explored Rattlesnake Mountain.
The name, the lower elevation,
and now the hunting lease all

served as deterrents.
Turning toward the Northeast I began my ascent of Mount Discovery proper. With my
grandfather’s trail faded and my GPS only having a few waypoints at the important corners, I
was left to my memory and my instincts to pick the correct path up the mountain. I quickly
realized that I had veered too far to the East, a frequent mistake. I tried to cut back to the
correct path but didn’t go far enough and was soon climbing up rock faces and trying to thread
through hemlock branches. At
one point I didn’t adequately
break off a lower branch, and it
smacked me in the face. Perhaps
it was an appropriate punishment
for my assault upon it, but it still
smarted. As the climbing became
more treacherous I wished that I
had not veered off the previously
established path. The walking
stick provided a needed aid,
supporting my lyme-weakened
knees and stiff back. At one point
the moss on the side of the rock
gave way and I slid back several

11 Split rock face next to young aspen trees

feet. Soon I was near the area of the chimney, the trickiest part of the old trail. While the path
that I went up was probably not
the old way, a young pine
provided a needed assist.
In addition to the trees and
wildlife of Mount Discovery, one
of the most interesting topics for
study and reflection is the many,
diverse rocks from glacial erratics
left in unexpected places to large
open rock faces split by the slow
decay of ice and water. Some
crevices are just large enough for
small plant life to emerge. Others
seem to provide the perfect
shelter for wildlife. In one place the face of the rock had broken off and appeared to be held in
place only by a large hemlock tree. Indeed if the old legend is correct, somewhere near the top
of the mountains, the rocks hide a cave in which a golden treasure was once found by a hunter.
Subsequent thorough searches of
the mountain, however, have not
turned up any sign of it.

12 Glacial erratic on shoulder of Mount Discovery

11 Cracked rock face supported by hemlock

of the sublime scenery that first drew vacationers
to the area one hundred and fifty years ago.

Scrambling up additional
rock out-croppings and over more
downed trees, I reached the ridge
leading to the top of Mount
Discovery. I was still roughly
following my grandfather’s trail,
and the view opened up toward
the Southwest with spectacular
views toward Elizabethtown and
the Giant Mountain Wilderness
Area. Although shrouded in clouds
and mist, I could still get a glimpse

As I continued up the final
one hundred and fifty yards
toward the top, I was reminded of
the purpose of my hike: to
symbolically mark the beginning of
my sabbatical. After sixteen
straight years of teaching
essentially the same thing to
similar students in the exurbs of
the greater Boston area, I had
been struck by the need to rest,
reflect, and refocus. When people
asked me what I doing for my
sabbatical, I answered, “I am trying
to strengthen the connections between the curriculum of the school district and the local
community. I am also hoping to introduce more environmental history and ideas about
sustainability to the school district.” All of this is of course incredibly vague. More specific ideas
such as introducing an interdisciplinary course entitled “Living Locally” or revamping the senior
projects program or developing a Nashoba Conservation Corps, modeled loosely after FDR’s
New Deal Era program and providing at risk students with the opportunity to combine active
learning with community service, help to flesh out my notions. Yet, that still begs the question
of what I was doing on the side of a mountain about two hundred miles from my school.

12 Vista toward Giant Mountain Wilderness Area

My grandfather’s house and the roughly forty acres of land on which it is situated is the
piece of property that has been owned by my immediate family for the longest period of time.
My grandfather, who had been the dean of the New York State School of Forestry in Syracuse
now renamed the College of Environmental Science and Forestry, purchased the place in
December of 1963 as a retirement home and country seat near the almost five thousand acres
of forest land that he purchased in eastern Essex County, New York. My grandparents spent
some time in the winter and most summers there until the later 1970s when my grandfather’s
diagnosis with Alzheimer’s disease made the house less practical. Ultimately a smaller house
was bought in town where my grandfather received around the clock care until his final passing
nearly fifteen years later in 1996, just weeks before my oldest daughter was born. After the
estate went through probate, the house was sold to the family forest business to serve as its
headquarters and a home away from home for my aunt and uncle and the rest of my family
when they come up to work in the forest. With my childhood home sold more than twenty
years ago to new owners, this place marks the ancestral home that I have the longest
connection to. Now serving as the vice president of the forest and spending several weeks a

year sprucing up the house and working in the forest, my connection to the house and the
mountain has only strengthened.
Wendell Berry describes a
family camp along the Kentucky
River in his essay, The Long-Legged
House. He writes that he “began to
be bound to the place in a relation
so rich and profound as to seem
almost mystical, as though [he]
knew it before birth and was born
for it.” (Berry, 115) I don’t claim the
type of connection that Berry
describes. After all, I only spend a
few weeks each summer there. Yet
nevertheless, the house and the
mountain keep drawing me back, through my grandparents’ illnesses, through my time in
college on the Vermont side of the Champlain Valley, and still now well into my adult life.

13 The author (age 4) with his dad and sister

So once again I climbed the mountain, as I did in the picture at the age of four when I
was photographed with my dad and sister by my grandfather. Inspired by books such as John
Elder’s Walking the Mountains of Home, Bill McKibben’s Wandering Homes and some writings
and essays by John Hanson Mitchell and Wendell Berry, I wanted to see what I could learn
from walking a familiar place with new eyes. A few whispered words of prayer. “Not my will but
Thine be done.” A consecration of time set apart. A journey to a destination still concealed in
the fog.
As I crest the final ridge,
the view toward the East
encompassing the Champlain
Valley, Lake Champlain, and the
Green Mountains of Vermont
was obscured. Clouds shrouded
the higher peaks, and Lake
Champlain was completely lost
in a sea of fog. The earlier salt
water Champlain Sea is now
lost due to the gradual uprising
of the land after glaciers
14 Vista looking east from Mount Discovery

receded from the last ice age, a sea which one day may be renewed if we burn enough fossil
fuel to melt a significant portion of the Antarctic Ice Sheet to raise ocean levels well above the
current 98 foot elevation of Lake Champlain.
Just as I reached the
summit a light rain broke out
which gradually strengthened as I
later headed down. I didn’t linger
overly long at the summit. I
paused to consider the majesty of
a dead tree standing as a stark
sentinel over the peak. Then I
looked briefly at the remains of a
fire somewhat built on top and of
a much more serious forest fire
that burned about a decade and a
half ago.
15 Remains of wildfire on shoulder of Mount Discovery

Local lore has it that Mount
Discovery got its name during the French and Indian War when a British soldier spied the
French advancing across Lake Champlain in a prepared attack. At that time there was a lookout
tower on top of the mountain. Believers in the hidden treasure cave stories assert that the
tower served a double purpose, allowing for a guard upon the treasure cave. If any sign of the
tower still remains, I did not seen it. Nor did I find any sign of the lost treasure.
There was an effort in the early twentieth century to rename Discovery Mount “Inez” in
honor of the famous suffragette, Inez Milholland, whose father, John, had made a fortune
designing a tubal postal system for New York, Philadelphia and London. Among his many
country estates was Meadowmount which encompassed about one thousand acres including
Mount Discovery. Meadowmount is now the location of the Society for Strings summer
program for aspiring string players. Each year their students climb the trail up Mount Discovery
to enjoy the view and be refreshed by an encounter with nature. Inez was most famously
photographed wearing white aboard a white horse in a suffragette parade timed to coincide
with Wilson’s inauguration as president in 1913, exactly one century ago. In addition to her
career as a suffragette, she led a swinging lifestyle, attracting the attention of the likes of Max
Eastland and Upton Sinclair. However, she suffered inflamed tonsillitis and died early at the age
of 30. Her untimely death allowed her to be used as a martyr for the women’s rights cause, and
though she was buried in the town cemetery in Lewis, the attempt to rename the mountain in
her honor never succeeded. Nonetheless, my grandparent’s deed does contain a reference to

“Mount Inez” as a clarification for
Mount Discovery. The connection
between this small mountain in
the Northeast corner of New York
with the great events of the
women’s suffrage campaign
reminds us that country retreats
often provide a springboard for
great events in the metropolitan
center.
As I prepared to leave the
summit, I was reminded of other
marches and other dreams about
mountaintops and equality. Martin Luther King delivered his “I Have a Dream” speech and
reshaped our collective notion of the American dream the same year that my grandparents
purchased their home on the side of Mount Discovery, an event whose fiftieth anniversary was
marked earlier this week among fears that the Supreme Court was beginning to dramatically
move against some of the most cherished accomplishments of the Civil Rights Movement. In
this troubled summer of 2013, one could be forgiven for wondering whether freedom rings
“from the mighty mountains of New York” in a time of increased government surveillance of
everything in the name of national security, an ever widening chasm between rich and poor,
and the fear that our grandchildren’s financial and natural inheritance is being squandered in
the quest for prosperity at all costs. As strange as it may seem, such large systemic problems
may not find their solution in large systemic solutions. Instead myriad smaller efforts,
undertaken by people connected to local communities and in tune with the demands of the
natural world in those places and seasoned with compassion and grace may provide the only
viable path forward.

16 Inez Milholland at Sufragette Parade

The rain began to pick up as I began my descent. Aided by the GPS, this time I found the
correct path down. Many essays, short stories, and novels about quests, hikes, or journeys
focus almost exclusively on the ascent to the summit. Children and adults alike are often
puzzled by the amount of time that JRR Tolkien gave to the return journey in The Lord of the
Rings, The Hobbit, and There and Back Again. Peter Jackson almost completely edited the
return trip out of his trilogy, despite finding ample time to expand all of the battle scenes.
However, signs on Mount Katahdin in Maine’s Baxter State Park remind us that the climb is in
fact only half the journey. Leaving inadequate time, water, or endurance for the return can
easily end in disaster. As I have grown older and experienced more problems with my knees

and ankles, I have found the descent even more challenging, lacking the ability to bound like a
mountain goat from rock to rock. Descents, though, provide new opportunities: the chance to
see a view that was missed on the way up and an occasion to reflect, consider and share what
has been learned on the journey.
Passing the point where in July I had been startled in a patch of blueberries by grunting
noises, I discovered that there was still plenty of recent bear scat on the side of the mountain.
Fortunately, black bears are shy, and I still have not seen any in the woods. Yet their increasing
presence in the exurbs around Boston, going after backyard bird feeders for food, has sparked
both concern and wonder and provided reflection about our connection to the wildness
surrounding us.
After leaving the top ridge I met up with the old logging trail and entered the ravine,
declining steeply along the bottom edge of a cliff. I was again struck by the remarkable rock
formations in the hemlock darkened woods. Finding my way down into the saddle, I once again
became bewildered and started following the wrong skid trail down, this time right along the
line of the hunting lease. I was convinced that I was heading down too far to the south, so I
bushwacked back north to another trail which was thickly covered with raspberries. Now
convinced that I was right the first time, I cut back over, reentered our property and
approached the ridge above the house.
I was getting increasingly wet by this point as I cut through low vegetation that was now
thoroughly soaked by the rain. A few more steps and I saw a startled white tail deer bound
ahead into the woods. Another hundred feet or so and any confusion about my location
vanished as I saw the outline of our woodshed appear to the right in the woods below. The
house came into sight. As I entered the porch through which I had left, my aunt and uncle, now
awake, greeted me and asked if I’d reached the top, seen the view, and gotten wet. I quickly
responded, “Yes, sort of, and yes.” My aunt commented that although the clouds must have
obscured my view, within the Chinese landscape painting tradition, the mist covered
landscapes are often considered the most beautiful. Her statement prompted me to reflect on
the importance of perspective along life’s journey. How easy it is to be disappointed by a
spoiled view and wet clothing? How much more precious to be grateful for the opportunities
that life presents to pursue new chances, to see life with fresh eyes, and to catch the beauty
and the promise of fog covered landscape. The future and the distant view may not be clear,
but that only provides new occasions for wonder and discovery as the journey continues.

